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I. INTRODUCTION 
As a critical component of the Internet’s infrastructure, the Domain Name System (DNS) is the translation system 
that turns an Internet host name (domain name) into the unique series of numbers which constitute an Internet 
Protocol (IP) address for each specific domain name. Similar to a telephone number, an IP address is required to 
route packets and coordination signals throughout the Internet system. A simple yet sophisticated system, the DNS 
handles up to 20 billion address translation or “look-up” requests per day [Hogge, 2008]. Every time someone 
wishes to access a website, whether the request is handled by one of the thirteen core servers known as the “root” 
servers, or a server lower on the Internet hierarchy that takes the bulk of the requests, the DNS is the key to correct 
completion of that request. 
Since its creation in the 1980s, the DNS has successfully served the needs of Internet users. It has experienced its 
share of issues, including those concerning its maintenance organization, technical and security troubles, structural 
concerns, and disagreements over how it should be governed. These issues, as well as others yet to be seen in the 
future will certainly impact the continued use of the DNS and the associated networks. As prior studies have 
attempted to investigate the DNS’s technological properties, this article presents a more comprehensive analysis of 
various DNS characteristics. In essence, it begins by revisiting DNS development, breaking its history into six 
“eras”—which we believe are the Digital Era, Development Era, Domain Name Era, Dot-Com Era, Dot-Crunch Era, 
and the Decay Era. Furthermore, we explore some of the many managerial and technological issues affecting the 
DNS in 2011. We conclude our discussion by offering an educated forecast as to the future of the DNS, and a 
proposed model to serve as a guide for researchers to continue the exploration of the DNS and its many influences 
from many perspectives, such as political, legal, sociological, psychological, and technological change, giving 
context to the process of its prior development. 
II. THE DNS PAST 
In order to see where we are going, it is often helpful to consider where we have been. In light of that, a brief 
overview of the history of the DNS is warranted before we discuss the present or the future. 
The Digital Era 
In 1969, one of the first wide area networks (WAN) began to operate [Guice, 1998; Rogers, 1998]. This network was 
dubbed ARPANET after the funding organization, The U.S. Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA). The system that administered the translations of names to addresses for each ARPANET host 
computer at that time was called HOSTS.TXT, named after the core data file in the system. At first only four nodes 
connected by 50kbps lines spanned the west to east coasts of the United States, but by 1971 a total of fifteen nodes 
with twenty-three hosts linked major universities across the country. Updates to the HOSTS.TXT system were 
performed by e-mail change requests and FTP transfers. These updates were constantly required in order to avoid 
confusing the network with out-of-date versions. Although inconvenient, this allowed a primitive form of name-based 
references to be used over ARPANET [Sun, 2009]. 
The Development Era 
In 1972, shortly after the development of the Ethernet network protocol by Bob Metcalfe and his colleagues at Xerox 
PARC, the ARPANET expanded internationally by adding nodes in England and Norway and bringing the node total 
to twenty-nine [Harvard University, 2000]. A connection problem made by the lack of protocol standardization was 
being tackled by the International Network Working Group (INWG), leading the way for systems such as Telnet and 
Datapac, and creating the Internet we know today [Cerf, 1995; Edmondson-Yurkanan, 2007]. 
ARPANET continued to grow, and by 1975 a total of sixty-one nodes were in existence. Separate networks with 
connections to ARPANET began to spring up, including NASA’s SPAN, BITNET at the City University of New York, 
and CSNET. The latter was the result of collaboration between the University of Delaware, Purdue University, the 
University of Wisconsin, RAND Corporation, and Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN), funded by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF). The goal of CSNET was to connect computer science departments at institutions that were 
without ARPANET access. By 1983, the node count totaled 113 and security concerns resulted in the ARPANET 
being split into the MILNET network for military sites with sixty-eight nodes, leaving the remaining nodes of 
ARPANET to be used by the computer research community [Harvard University, 2000; NSF, 2009; Sun, 2009]. 
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The NSFNET, a backbone network built in 1985 by the NSF originally to connect five NSF-supported 
supercomputers, created such demand that it needed a major upgrade in 1988, plus plans in 1989 to move from a 
T1 to a T3 connection [NSF, 2009]. An explosion of connections from non-computer science researchers at 
universities and other organizations followed when the NSF agreed to allow self-organized networks connection to 
NSFNET. By 1989, ARPANET no longer existed [Harvard University, 2000]. 
The Domain Name Era 
When ARPANET moved to the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of protocols in 1983 
[Harvard University, 2000] and became known as the Internet, the population of networks exploded. The centrally 
maintained HOSTS.TXT file became plagued with problems, such as traffic and load, name collisions, and 
consistency anomalies. It was clear that HOSTS.TXT no longer met the needs of the rapidly expanding Internet, and 
that a more robust system was needed. A group composed of Jon Postel, Paul Mockapetris, Craig Partridge, and 
others [Harvard University, 2000] met the need when they published RFC 882 in 1984 which resulted in the creation 
of the distributed naming system known as the DNS. 
The DNS is a distributed database that allows local administration of the segments on the overall database. Data in 
each segment of the database are available across the entire network through a client-server scheme consisting of 
name servers and resolvers [Mockapetris and Dunlap, 1995]. Just as each telephone number is a unique sequence 
of numbers, so is the IP address for each computer on the Internet. Rather than memorizing 192.0.34.65, we can 
simply enter www.icann.org and the DNS translates, or resolves, the domain name to the IP address [InterNIC, 
2002a]. 
The Dot-Com Era 
Throughout the mid-90s, access to the Internet had been text-based and relatively cumbersome, assuring its use to 
remain with the academic and technical populations. The potential of the Internet as a medium for information 
sharing had just begun to be explored in full. In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee, working for CERN, proposed a new system 
for linking together information using hypertext [Berners-Lee, 1996]. The concept of “hypertext”—a form of document 
that links together other documents—was not a new one. First traced back to a paper written by Vannevar Bush in 
1945, it had been addressed by other scholars and engineers such as Douglas Englebart and Ted Nelson in the 
1960s. However, it was Berners-Lee who proposed the well-known standard for hypertext on the modern Internet. 
One further component, an easy-to-use interface, was needed for the World Wide Web to become the successful 
phenomenon it is today, and it did not take long for an interface to be created. In 1993, Jon Mittelhauser and Marc 
Andreessen were among a group of students at the University of Illinois who recognized this need and created 
Mosaic, the first modern Web browser [Borland et al., 2003; Yamamoto, 2003]. In 1994, Marc Andreessen joined 
with Jim Clark to form Netscape and release the Netscape Navigator browser, which was followed in 1995 by 
Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser [Borland, 2003]. Expansion of the Internet was inevitable with the graphic-
based browsers empowering virtually anyone to experience it, making a properly and reliably functioning DNS more 
critical than ever. 
As Internet connections continued to explode, it became clear that an administering body was needed, and, in 1993, 
InterNIC was created by the NSF to provide Internet directory and database services, registration services, and 
information services [Adler et al. 1994]. Of the three participants—AT&T, General Atomics, and Network Solutions, 
Inc. (NSI)—NSI was by far the most important to the DNS administration of the era, providing registration services 
for domain names. As such, it was particularly influential in establishing the Internet during this critical period of 
growth and formation, becoming, for a time, synonymous with domain registration. 
The DNS uses a tree directory structure with the right-most portion of each domain name made of three letters and 
being the base, or root, of the directory structure, called the top level domain (TLD). The first TLD names included 
the following seven familiar extensions; .com, .edu, .gov, .int, .mil, .net, and .org. Besides the three-letter TLDs, over 
250 two-letter TLDs were established for countries and territories, and a single unique TLD, .arpa, was established 
for administrative purposes [ICANN, 2008b]. As use of the Internet increased, so did domain name registrations. 
Between 1993 and 1996, registrations of the TLDs .com, .net, and .org rose from an average of 400 per month to 
70,000 per month [Mueller, 1997]. While the number of possible character iterations for a domain name is limitless, 
the number of sensible and useful names is actually quite limited. Fueled by the realization of this limitation, in 2000, 
new TLD additions were discussed and between 2001 and 2003, a total of thirteen new general and special-use 
TLDs were introduced. The new general TLDs were .biz, .info, .name, and .pro. The new special-use TLDs were 
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The Dot-Crunch Era 
Through 1995, the NSF had subsidized the domain name registration costs, but with Internet use becoming 
mainstream and commercialized, and with the number of registrations skyrocketing, the NSF implemented a 
registration fee of $50 to begin on September 14, 1995 [NSF, 1995]. This new cost slowed down what had become 
a domain name grabbing free-for-all by some speculators, known as cybersquatters, who registered domain names 
with the hopes of making a profit by selling the name. Speculation was curbed, but not completely stopped, as some 
names had and were expected to be worth well over the new $50 registration fee. In fact, examples of a few of the 
outrageous amounts domain names sold include business.com for $7.5 million, loans.com for $3 million, autos.com 
for $2.2 million, and savings.com for $1.9 million [DomainNameStuffetc.com, 2002]. 
Two of the more famous cybersquatter cases include that of toysrus.com and mtv.com. By the time each of these 
well-established companies realized the future impact of the Internet and the associated requirement to own their 
respective company name domains, they each found themselves unable to obtain them. In the case of Toys R Us, a 
young boy who saw the opportunity for free toys and bikes purchased toysrus.com. With MTV, it was a VJ seeking 
leverage in an upcoming contract negotiation who predicted mtv.com would be his job security guarantee 
[Warkentin, 1999]. 
The Internet, which had started as a network for scientific and military purposes, rapidly became an integral part of 
everyday life for many organizations and people around the world. As an unregulated form of communication, 
majority acceptance of the policies required administrative governance by an unbiased organization. In 1998, the 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), a nonprofit Department of Commerce contractor 
[Fuller, 2001] was formed to fill that need. Besides overseeing the security, stability, and interoperability of the 
Internet, ICANN’s duties included two that were DNS specific; the coordination of allocations and assignments of the 
DNS and the coordination of the operation and evolution of the DNS system [ICANN, 2008c]. 
Ownership of domain names continued to be a frequent problem, along with complaints about the process of domain 
name sales, the majority of which were being handled by Network Solutions, Inc. (NSI). ICANN hoped to improve 
the resolution of both of these issues by allowing more competition and by establishing mandatory arbitration of 
trademark claims. Competition was established by allowing America Online and register.com, among others, to join 
in the sale of domain names. Ownership disputes related to gTLD or certain country-code TLDs (ccTLD) where 
claims of trademark or service mark infringements existed, or where accusations of abusive domain name purchase 
intent were present, would be resolved through an arbitration process. Beginning in late 1999, in order to be allowed 
to process a purchase, purchasers would be required to agree to the Uniform domain name Dispute Resolution 
Policy (UDRP) [Diéguez, 2008; Elias and Stim, 2007; InterNIC, 2002b]. The UDRP process includes five steps, 
beginning with the accuser filing a complaint and followed by the accused party filing a response. Next, a panel 
selected by the dispute resolution service provider reviews the complaint and makes a decision. Once decided, all 
parties are notified, and finally the change to the domain name ownership is implemented [WIPO, n.d.]. 
The Decay Era 
The last DNS “era” and the one in which we now reside we call the Decay Era. The DNS has remained the accepted 
system for the Internet, but problems have occurred, and more are expected; some are due to flaws known since the 
beginning, and some are due to flaws like the “Kaminsky bug” discovered in 2008 [Prince, 2008; Wattanajantra, 
2008]. DNS is further challenged by the progressive push to change the Internet from the traditional Internet Protocol 
version 4 (IPv4) to the sixth version (IPv6) to solve a myriad of technical problems with the original implementation, 
not the least of which is the theoretical maximum number of addresses available within the protocol [Lee et al., 
1998]. While most major DNS server programs have been updated to support the necessary changes, such a 
fundamental shift in the infrastructure of the Internet makes it a ripe time for advocates of particular technologies that 
might replace DNS to push for the implementation and proliferation of such protocols. DNS will have to adapt to 
these changes and may find itself facing increasing competition—factors such as politics [Greenemeier, 2011; 
Kravets, 2011] and technological availability [Greere, 2010] may make a replacement viable. 
III. THE DNS PRESENT 
Although indisputably the worldwide standard at present, the domain name system does not find itself facing a lack 
of challenges in the immediate future. We continue, therefore, with an outline of some of the more serious 
challenges. 
Organizational 
The ICANN domain name system is the most prevalent one, but its dominance is not absolute; there are several 
smaller systems available using the same protocols. OpenNIC [OpenNIC, 2009], UnifiedRoot [UnifiedRoot, 2009], 
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and Public-Root [Public-Root, 2009] are but three alternative registrars for Internet domain names. Although all three 
of these are miniscule compared to ICANN’s mainstream offerings, it does not take much imagination to see that, 
given the political unrest seen in the early 2000s, as well as in the name of general independence, a number of 
larger organizations, including the Chinese government or Russian government, may wish to begin their own registry 
to keep tighter control on the Internet use of their citizens, both in terms of communication and as commercial 
interests. It is possible that these could run alongside the ICANN system somehow, through various means such as 
Web portals or automated software reconfiguration, but it is likely that these would be too cumbersome for most 
users to bother with—and legislation may even require the use of a government-approved registry system. 
Technical 
A number of technical issues must be addressed for the domain name system to continue as the standard in the 
future. Not the least of these is the change of the Internet Protocol IPv4 to IPv6. IPv4, the predominant version as of 
2011, is ubiquitous on networking equipment throughout the world, which is, ironically, part of the problem. Due to 
the 32-bit length of IPv4 addresses, there are nearly 2
32
, or approximately 4 billion, addresses possible. The Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) is an international organization, chartered by the Internet Society (ISOC), and 
comprised of voluntary Internet professionals whose mission is to “make the Internet better” [IETF, 2009]. The 
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), chartered by the ISOC and run by ICANN, is the IP address allocation 
agency as of 2011. After allocating an IP address to a Regional Internet Registry (RIR), the IANA reports the 
assignment to the IETF [IANA, 2009]. IP address networks are divided into five different classes [Held, 2002]. There 
can be sixty-four class “A” networks, with each of these holding onto over 16 million addresses, most of which are 
unused. Similar problems occur with class “B” networks. This has made most networks, with a tiny allocation of 256 
addresses per network, comprise the vast majority of Internet address allocations to date. Class “D,” reserved for 
multicast, and class “E,” reserved for experimental allocations, are both considered unsuitable for general use, which 
leaves a rapidly dwindling number of addresses, necessitating the shift to the newer 128-bit IPv6, which can support 
up to 2
128
 addresses [IANA, 2009], or more than 7.9 * 10
28
 times the number of addresses available with IPv4. 
Adoption of the IPv6 protocol is occurring most rapidly in Asian countries, particularly in Japan and China. European 
countries are moving more slowly but continue to steadily move to the new standard, fueled by a mandate of the 
European Union Commission. The United States, however, continues to move more slowly than the rest of the world 
in adoption of IPv6, proposed by some to be the result of a struggle among issues such as maintaining its historical 
powerbase over the IPv4 Internet, justifying the costs of upgrading, and the gamble of becoming incompatible with 
the rest of the world [Hovav and Schuff, 2005]. The DNS system with the IPv6 protocol will be able to handle new 
aspects of the network, but are confounded by the numerous issues of adopting IPv6 in the first place, including 
speculation that the transition may not actually happen at all. A more thorough discussion of these issues is beyond 
the scope of this article, but that does not downplay their importance to the DNS. In short, the DNS faces a major 
overhaul and update, while needing to retain some degree of backwards-compatibility during the long and painful 
transition to IPv6, if it actually succeeds. 
Integrity 
Security problems are an extreme concern for the DNS, because it is the first (and often the only) line of defense 
ensuring unsuspecting Internet users are not fraudulently redirected to websites masquerading as other popular 
websites, or otherwise stealing traffic that is not rightfully theirs. A number of DNS attack techniques have been 
identified, which grow increasingly sophisticated over time [Carli, 2003]. These include DNS cache poisoning, which 
involves fraudulent information in a legitimate DNS server’s cache; DNS spoofing or pharming, where an adversary 
redirects DNS queries from a legitimate server to an illegitimate or compromised server [Bose and Leung, 2007]; 
and DNS ID hacking, a key technique needed to permit other attacks. Solutions to these problems are limited. 
However; due to the necessity of maintaining backwards compatibility, design flaws will remain. Given the bugs 
discovered in 2008 which cut across numerous software packages requiring many software vendors to release 
simultaneous releases to repair a fault [US-CERT, 2008], it is a distinct possibility that many more bugs of this 
nature may exist, possibly even more serious than those already encountered. This casts doubts on the reliability of 
the DNS standard in terms of the ability to continue serving the Internet community in a secure manner. 
Researchers such as Dan Kaminsky have made many other flaws with the system public, further increasing scrutiny 
on its efficacy in an era of heightened security concerns [Kaminsky, 2008]. In fact, Paul Mockapetris, creator of DNS, 
has gone on record to state that more security needs to be added, citing regrets that the original implementation 
overlooked such concerns and praising attempts to make it more secure, such as DNS Security Extensions 
(DNSSEC) [Espiner, 2008]. 
First formally discussed in 1993, the purpose of using DNSSEC is to add a layer of security to the DNS with public 
key encryption and digital signatures. In the case of receiving an e-mail, use of DNSSEC provides a method to verify 
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mail transmissions. When an individual accesses a website, use of DNSSEC helps to ensure that the domain of the 
website is truly the domain the individual intends to access thereby reducing potential phishing threats. Since 
DNSSEC was not part of the original DNS, global use would have required voluntary adoption by DNS Server 
owners and solution providers. Adoption did not occur due to various implementation issues including the knowledge 
that DNSSEC was not a perfect solution. By the late 1990s, rather than waiting for a perfect DNSSEC, the 
development of alternate hardware- and software-based security systems and solutions occurred [Berlind, 2003]. As 
of July 15, 2010, however, the thirteen Internet root servers began to support DNSSEC, and by March of 2011, 
DNSSEC had been implemented in 20 percent of the TLDs around the globe [Mohan, 2011; Vaughan-Nichols, 
2010]. 
Different language alphabets frequently contain letters that are visually the same as those in other alphabets. A 
homograph is a form of misspelling that uses non-Latin characters that are visually the same as a Latin character. 
Use of non-Latin characters that are visually the same as Latin characters in a domain name introduces a new form 
of phishing security issue known as homograph phishing attacks [Gabrilovich and Gontmakher, 2002]. Luckily, as 
domain names with non-Latin characters became available in the late 2000s, no noticeable trends were identified 
toward this form of phishing [Aaron and Rasmussen, 2010]. Some of the reasons are speculated to be that the 
possibility of this form of phishing was not overlooked by ICANN and Internet browser programmers and, therefore, 
safeguards have been set in place [Johanson, 2005; Neylon, 2010], and that professional phishers don’t need to use 
this method to fool potential victims since they are having enough success without it [Aaron and Rasmussen, 2010]. 
A problem some may find not quite as severe, but a serious problem nonetheless, is the integrity of lower-level 
registrars. Reports have been made of these organizations behaving improperly and exhibiting a lack of good faith in 
their access to the namespace in what has become known as domain tasting [Healey, 2007]. The namespace is the 
total of valid domain names possible, such as yahoo.com, google.com, or thisdoesnotexist.com. A domain is “tasted” 
by registering the domain name and then tested to see how much traffic it received [Fulton, 2008]. If the name 
attracted the desired amount of traffic, the domain was retained. If, however, the domain name did not perform as 
hoped, the name was returned, and the registration fee was refunded as allowed by the Add Grace Period (AGP) 
rule provided by ICANN. This resulted in 32.7 million out of 35 million—more than 93 percent—of registrations being 
refunded in April of 2006 alone [Parsons, 2006]. Such gross abuse has led to policy changes which have 
significantly curtailed this practice [ICANN, 2009]. 
Unfortunately, there are still more issues that call into question the integrity of at least some lower-level registrars 
[Alexander, 2006]. Through what is known as domain pinching, domain names that a registrar believes are likely to 
be highly popular are claimed for themselves and later auctioned off to the highest bidder. Another form of 
inappropriate behavior called domain stuffing is the all-too-often-seen practice of pointing a domain name to a 
generic index page that may include targeted ads or pay-per-click links. This form of misdirection may succeed by 
using a domain name that is similar to or a common misspelling of an existing legitimate domain name. 
Structural 
DNS is highly prolific and most exchanges on the Internet involve DNS at least at some level. However, many critics 
have leveled considerable negative assessment to the DNS system as it exists in 2011, which is arguably not well 
designed for the purpose that it serves. Problems include security, vulnerability, political aspects, 
[Ramasubramanian and Sirer, 2004] intellectual property, and the concerns of private individuals [Foner, 2001]. 
Some, in fact, call for the outright replacement of DNS, despite the difficulties it may present [Foner, 2001]. 
However, it is likely that the DNS is too deeply intertwined with network software to be completely replaced at the 
interface level [Deegan, Crowcoft, and Warfield, 2005]. Nevertheless, major structural changes can be affected that 
would have negligible impact on client applications in terms of functionality or code changes. 
These charges are not inaccurate. The DNS system is not perfect. Many efforts have been undertaken to attempt to 
overcome its shortcomings, including attempts at altering its structure. Peer-to-peer technology is one likely 
candidate for this, due to its resiliency against denial-of-service attacks, high-level scalability, and load balance 
assistance in handling the network demands that DNS faces; as such, systems such as the Cooperative Domain 
Name System (CoDoNS) have been proposed to attempt to leverage the benefits of peer-to-peer strategies 
[Ramasubramanian and Sirer, 2004]. The introduction of more secure protocols such as DNSSEC may make it more 
practical to execute such changes, which we may see now that DNSSEC is supported on the thirteen root servers 
and support is rapidly spreading on others, [Mohan, 2011; Vaughan-Nichols, 2010]. On the other end of the 
spectrum, some propose reengineering the DNS from its distributed system to a centralized overall system for 
performance purposes [Deegan, Crowcoft, and Warfield, 2005]. As such, the very physical structure of the DNS is 
not a static entity; rather, it is in flux and may considerably develop, or may eventually even be totally replaced. 
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Political 
As mentioned previously, the possibility exists that other countries or organizations may start their own domain 
name registries for their own purposes. This is not the limit for potential political interference in domain name 
registration. Moves to censor the Internet in western countries such as Italy [Warner, 2007], Australia [Bryant, 2008], 
and the United States [Bambauer, 2011] join other well-known censorship initiatives in other countries such as China 
[Zittrain and Edelman, 2003]. That the governments of these influential countries seem to be pushing for such 
movements in their own sphere of influence makes it quite possible that they may move their interests abroad and 
attempt to exert pressure on ICANN to modify their policy to better fit their demands. ICANN is under the employ of 
the U.S. Department of Commerce as a contractor and is a private organization with nonprofit status dedicated to 
maintaining the coordination of aspects of the Internet such as the DNS [Fuller, 2001; ICANN, 2007]. These services 
are vital, but ultimately ICANN’s authority is derived by the mutual consent of the Internet community. That authority 
theoretically could be revoked at any time, and in many cases it would take only a relatively limited amount of 
legislation to entirely deprive ICANN of power in a country, and possibly many countries. In order to prevent the 
emergence of alternative domain registrars backed by the resources of a large country, ICANN may need to at least 
partially acquiesce to such interests. 
Governance 
As with all sizable organizations, there have always been those who have disagreed with their decisions, and ICANN 
is no exception. In this vein, decisions to modify the DNS hierarchy caused considerable controversy (see Figure 1 
for the DNS Hierarchy). In particular, significant changes to the way that TLDs are handled have occurred. ICANN 
has historically been well-known for tightly regulating the TLDs with their addition or subtraction being cause for 
considerable publicity. However, the process to allow the public to purchase top-level domains for the first time was 
finalized in June of 2011, albeit accompanied by a hefty $185,000 price tag, no guarantee of approval, and limited to 
a three-month application window [Rashid, 2011; Shankland, 2011]. This raises a number of issues with censorship 
being among them. The .xxx TLD has often been proposed for pornography-related websites, raising issues about 
ICANN entering the content–compliance business, was initially rejected [ICANN, 2006], only to be reconsidered in 
June of 2010. ICANN determined the application should be reconsidered since the last application rejection in 2007 
was cited as going against the policy to be neutral, objective, and fair. At that time, one registrar estimated a $30 
million/year revenue stream would result from the sale of .xxx domain names [White, 2010]. To the confusion of and 
disapproval by family, religious, free speech, and adult entertainment groups, ICANN approved the addition of the 
.xxx TLD in March of 2011 [Blue, 2011; Cheng, 2011]. The registrar ICM Registry, considered to be the driving force 
behind the push for the TLD approval, has already presold more than 250,000 domain names equating to roughly 
$20 million, and are projecting annual sales of about $200 million for domain names under the new porn TLD [Blue, 
2011]. ICM Registry not only submitted an application for the unsponsored gTLD .xxx, but for a .kids gTLD as well 
[ICANN, 2000] under the auspices that if the application is accepted, such gTLDs may further provide separation of 
content-specific sites and ideally provide simpler methods to prevent the unintended access of sites with 
inappropriate content for children. The controversy continues, however, as the majority of the .xxx presales are 
believed to have been made not for the expected use, but for the purpose of preventing the domain name use [Blue, 
2011]. 
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Another example, quality control, was once very tightly regulated with care being taken to ensure that the domain 
names assigned to TLDs complied with the guidelines keeping the categories meaningful [Postel and Reynolds, 
1984]. Some TLDs are tightly regulated, such as those under .edu [EDUCAUSE, 2009]. On the other hand, others, 
such as .com, have little to no regulation, in part due to the fact that one can purchase a domain name under some 
TLDs in seconds, precluding much, if any, human involvement. As an example, consider a proposed geographically-
oriented TLD such as .paris which would be a TLD for websites related to Paris, France. A lack of domain name 
regulations opens up the possibility for a domain name like ihate.paris, a website unlikely to be positively focused on 
Paris, France, and raising the larger question of who determines the criteria for admission. Trademark issues may 
also become a factor, as these new TLDs could end up contested in court on trademark and other issues, as other 
domain names are. Of greater concern, however, is the proposal that new TLDs can have non-Roman characters 
within them [ICANN, 2008a]. On the surface this may not seem to be a problem; however, Roman characters are the 
standard for keyboards throughout the world, and users would have to exert considerable effort to enter characters 
in a language other than their own. This could be used as a mechanism for limiting effective access to some 
websites from the outside world. 
The Business of the DNS 
As the Internet develops into multiple knowledge repositories, social networks, e-businesses, virtual educational 
institutions and a myriad of other tools for personal, business, and educational use, DNS issues must be contended 
with, for example, those related to the global expansion of the Internet as illustrated by the global IP address 
distribution shown in Figure 2, as well as the numerous new issues that continue to surface. As the Internet 
expands, becoming integrated into our daily lives and increasingly more critical to the livelihood of organizations and 
individuals, so it becomes not only a tool or a resource but a business in itself. As a result, networks are becoming 
increasingly complex, requiring the multiple IP resources being used by organizations to be managed. This critical 
need is being met by tools such as IP address management (IPAM) software [Garrison, 2011], and by registrars like 
Oversee.net providing services beyond the simple purchase of a domain name [Oversee.net, 2010]. For example, 
Oversee.net offers brokerage services for the buying and selling of domain names, comparing their service to that of 
the brick-and-mortar real estate brokering that has been taking place for centuries. Much like a sophisticated 
advertising firm, Oversee.net also assists with attracting customers to websites through their “monetizing direct 
navigation traffic” services. Even those who wish to build their e-business on the Internet itself can do so with 
Oversee.net’s Emerging Business Division. 
 Figure 2. Global IP Address Distribution by Country [MaxMind, 2011] 
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IV. THE DNS FUTURE 
To presume to be able to predict the future with great accuracy, particularly in a realm so rapidly changing as 
technology, especially when it is so deeply intertwined with many other dynamic factors from across the modern 
world structure, may seem a bit presumptuous. We must recognize the limitations of trying to predict the future in a 
realm that changes so rapidly, and with so many technological, political, and economic influences. Nevertheless, 
based on an objective assessment of these trends and using a reasonable extrapolation to guide our analysis, we 
offer forecasts for the answers the DNS and ICANN may present for the challenges facing it in the decade of the 
2010s. 
Use of Extended Characters in TLDs 
Chinese Characters 
As a step toward a globally compatible Internet, in June of 2010 ICANN approved Chinese language TLDs, an 
approval preceded by approvals for Egypt, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates IDNs in April of the 
same year. This change to allow new internationalized domain names (IDNs) to now be registered using non-Latin 
characters, such as Arabic, Cyrillic, or Chinese, that are local to a specific country opens up Internet use to large 
groups of individuals in the world who have so far been unable to access the Internet due to this language barrier 
[Abolins, 2010; Sayer, 2010]. 
Latin Characters 
Use of non-Latin characters requires solutions to technological hurdles, with the Internet Engineering Task Force 
providing the base technology solutions. The IDNs will begin with the characters xn with a series of letters and 
numbers to represent the non-Latin characters, translated by the users’ browser into the international characters 
[Sayer, 2010]. Input of the non-Latin characters from a user’s keyboard in order to access the website or to use 
network tools such as nslookup or WHOIS, however, will require a keyboard or other input device capable of 
entering the special characters [Abolins, 2010]. This difficulty may play a large part in whether the IDNs will be used 
very much beyond China and other cultures that tend to be more insular. The driving force behind this will likely be 
commerce, as well as a desire to communicate with one another; furthermore, the use of standard TLDs is 
something that Internet users overwhelmingly prefer. Many subtle technical challenges also come with the change to 
Unicode [Abolins, 2010]. Many network tools which are considered ubiquitous to administrators were originally 
written long before Unicode was even considered as a possible element in DNS records, instead using ASCII, which 
relies on single-byte character codes. Fortunately, solutions exist, such as converting Unicode records into ASCII-
compliant strings known as Punycode with the aid of various utilities and using these Punycode strings in lieu of the 
real domain name. Nevertheless, this is an awkward solution, and proper Unicode support will require modification 
of the software, which may prove extensive in more sophisticated programs. 
Unicode 
Problems with authentication are also found with the Unicode transition [Abolins, 2010]. WHOIS, the standard for 
identifying who is responsible for a DNS record, has difficulty with these strings. Although alternatives exist, such as 
using Punycode with more cooperative utilities and then doing a reverse lookup using the IP address, these are 
awkward and are likely to cause problems for applications that may rely on more traditional WHOIS commands and 
interfaces. 
The problems in the Unicode arena span from annoyances to severe potential threats with the prospect of 
homographic attacks [Abolins, 2010]. These attacks use the extensive library of characters available to Unicode to 
find specific characters that look identical to legitimate characters. Thus, you might attempt to log in to your mail 
account at mail.yahoo.com by clicking a link. It would look the same to the human eye, and the URL would look 
legitimate. Unfortunately, one of those characters could be altered to look like the original, sending you to a 
completely different site—possibly a fraudulent one, which may attempt to intercept passwords or accomplish other 
damage. Although removing offending sites from the records, once found, would be simple, a question arises in 
terms of how long a hypothetical site could get away with it. Furthermore, simply disabling such a site is cold comfort 
for anyone who has had their e-mail compromised by individuals with unknown intent on another continent. While 
homographic attacks are mostly hypothetical at this time, it is hardly difficult to imagine phishers and others 
beginning to use this potential security hole in earnest in the near future. 
New TLDs Will Become a Norm 
Significant changes were made in the ICANN handling of TLDs in 2010 and 2011, ultimately leading to the viability 
of purchasing new TLDs for use by private entities [Shankland, 2011]. The new generic TLDs (or gTLDs) will enable 
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identification [ICANN, 2011]. This may lead to a new round of domain name and trademark disputes, historically a 
source of considerable legal activity [Davis and Warkentin, 2001], and may be even more heated, as a custom TLD 
is more difficult to replace than a regular domain name with a generic TLD. Existing TLDs will still see much 
contention for domain names—many companies will want to be available at a more “traditional” address, at least for 
a long while, so Google may be reachable with main.google and google.com simultaneously. This may eventually 
also result in ICANN being forced to judge content even more than before to determine how to handle TLD 
management. 
Uneventful IPv6 DNS Conversion 
This will be relatively painless, as many, if not most, major DNS software packages support the IPv6 version 
alongside IPv4. As such, any well-maintained site with updated software may very well need only some slight 
reconfiguration to provide full IPv6 functionality. A far more pressing concern is in the actual deployment of IPv6; in 
short, DNS is the least of the problems that IPv6 adoption should be concerned with. 
DNS Fragmentation 
At least one major attempt will be made to create an alternative DNS, backed by a government or state. Additionally, 
at least one large-scale commercial venture will do the same. The government entity may succeed, but the 
commercial venture will fail unless it is also backed by a major government, if for nothing more than sheer lack of 
profit, unless it fulfills a specific niche market, such as some network built on the Internet for a special purpose such 
as high security. Alternatively, attempts by governments to control DNS and the Internet, such as copyright-related 
domain name seizures executed by the United States in 2011 [Kravets, 2011] or attempts to seal off parts of the 
Internet in politically volatile regions [Greenemeier, 2011], may lead to the adoption of a peer-to-peer based DNS 
system, with at least one project garnering significant interest after only a short time [Greere, 2010]. This approach 
would be considerably more difficult to force into compliance by any government and, much like faith-based 
currency, may become more influential than the “traditional” DNS if it is considered more valuable and adopted by 
the majority of Internet users. 
The DNS Architecture Will Remain a Standard 
If IPv4 to IPv6 conversion is difficult, converting from DNS to a completely new system will probably not be much 
better, and have far fewer short-term benefits that are visible to the end user. Any changes will have to be client-
transparent, as there is far too much software written with DNS in mind to make a switchover feasible except in the 
most extreme circumstances. IPv6 DNS is designed to address many of these issues, so if and when the conversion 
of the main Internet to IPv6 is activated, many flaws should, with luck, become irrelevant [Carli, 2003]. 
Third Party Registrar Corruption Will Reach Critical Levels 
Third party registrars do not seem to have the same spirit of community that helped to build the Internet from 
scratch. Although it is arguable that organizations like ICANN are no longer in possession of this quality, it is more 
likely that they at least retain some of the cultural mindset within the organization, not to mention some of the 
veterans; as such, many of the lower-level, third party registrars will continue to attempt to extract as much profit 
from their position as possible, even at the possible long-term detriment of the Internet at large. Eventually there will 
likely be some critical turning point that leads to heavy reevaluation of the entire system. 
UDRP Will Change Significantly 
The UDRP has worked so far, but not without problems. Some shortcomings of the procedure include requisite “bad 
faith” is ill-defined; complaining parties (often trademark holders) seem to have bias in their favor; the UDRP is not 
legal arbitration nor binding, allowing litigious intervention; parties such as large, corporate interests can more easily 
afford associated costs; and English dominates the process [Diéguez, 2008]. The UDRP has existed for over a 
decade [InterNIC, 2002b], providing sufficient experience to learn where it needs improvement [Diéguez, 2008]. 
Given the increase in corporate influence on the Internet, as well as public awareness, it is likely that there may be a 
struggle, with corporate interests gaining the upper hand and possible changes due to backlash; however, given the 
legal position of the UDRP, it may ultimately end up a supplement to the court system as opposed to an attempt at 
manifesting a final authority as originally intended. 
Increasing Governmental Influence 
As of 2011, legislative action in several countries has indicated that DNS may encounter influence by governments 
as a method of filtering out undesirable Internet sites, as a result of pressure from both political and corporate forces. 
This may create considerable problems for its continued acceptance as a standard, as it is likely that the 
marketplace will gain support for a replacement resistant to external changes, regardless of its legality [Bambauer, 
2011]. Such competition may place considerable strain on the primary implementation of DNS to remain relevant 
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and address the needs of many on the Internet, though it may be questionable how much support such a shift in 
naming technology could actually gather if it should retain a reputation as contraband or be challenging for a user to 
install and utilize. It may also endure the abuses DNS already struggles with, as well as additional, unanticipated 
abuses that may accompany any new technology used in potential replacements. Although highly unlikely, a worst-
case scenario may result in a period of considerable ambiguity if no single DNS implementation maintains universal 
global acceptance. 
DNS Will Never Be Perfect 
Almost all systems have flaws. Even if the oft-cited IPv6 version of DNS corrects all the major structural flaws in the 
IPv4-based DNS, it remains under the radar and relatively new, whereas IPv4 DNS is ubiquitous and has been 
around for over two decades for analysis and dissection by would-be attackers. Furthermore, national governments 
will always squabble, as will agencies that govern systems like the DNS, whether they are government backed, 
corporate backed, independent, or otherwise. Ultimately, there will always be problems with the DNS, even if we fix 
all of those that are in existence; it is, in the end, a never-ending cycle, which, with luck, will continue to induce a net 
strengthening of the system as a whole. 
V. FUTURE RESEARCH 
DNS has always been a critical part of the Internet’s modern infrastructure. While it replaced the simpler system of 
HOSTS.TXT and may one day be replaced itself, there will always be a need for a directory service to translate 
complicated network identification into a readily human-readable format. As such, it is important that the 
development of DNS be monitored and studied. DNS is unique in the demands that are placed upon it—whereas 
many other Internet protocols and systems are far more independent of government and cultural influences, DNS 
must represent these. With the increase in the proliferation of the Internet, the larger network population and 
stronger commercial influence also place demands on DNS. The influences that may affect DNS research and 
development are also in flux—while that of the international community is on the rise, the exclusive power of the 
United States government over its regulation and administration is waning, and technological limitations that would 
have at one time proven insurmountable will increasingly become tractable problems. 
A research model is proposed to guide future study of the influence between DNS as it evolves, as well as the 
external factors, several of which have been discussed in this article. This model, illustrated in Figure 3, includes the 
impact of influences increasing in power, both socioeconomic and governmental, as well as those decreasing in 
power, such as those of the U.S. government and technological limitations. It also encapsulates the learning and 
research process and how it coexists with technological development, and how this is applied to DNS as it evolves. 
This model is only a rough approximation; further research into validation of this model or other models like it may 
prove as valuable guidance in the future development of DNS and large systems with similarly diverse requirements 
and stakeholders involved. Particularly valuable venues may include in-depth study as to the change in the balance 
of power over DNS development and administration, as well as the influence that DNS has had over research and, 
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The application of this model, even in hypothetical form, may be useful for many aspects of DNS research. One 
example of this is the push for a true peer-to-peer DNS. A tactic often employed by governments to exercise 
influence on DNS is to prevent the system from delivering information regarding an undesired domain name, usually 
providing content that is considered illegal or objectionable [Zittrain and Edelman, 2003]. This would also be 
effective, at least in some cases, at disrupting communication within different parts of a website or interactions 
between interconnected websites, as often their data and programs embed domain names instead of IP addresses, 
for maximum flexibility, and may be impractical to implement using only numerical addresses. A true peer-to-peer 
solution would likely be able to bypass this. It could be implemented in different ways; for example, by making the 
DNS a locally-stored database and with data passed between nodes automatically, a user could administrate his or 
her own DNS entries, updating without necessarily going through an influenced central authority. Alternatively, a 
mesh-style network could be implemented with different parts of the database shared between peers, reducing 
storage requirements on less powerful machines. It is likely that unwanted changes would be detected and corrected 
in short order. As of 2011, proposed legislation in the United States and other countries is likely to increase interest 
in this type of system, as well as other, alternative DNS systems [Bambauer, 2011], particularly in light of 
movements such as the so-called Arab Spring, involving considerable political changes in the Middle East. The 
model may be used to better understand how DNS reacts to these changes in the context of its development, 
examination of these new systems using DNS as a basis, and comparative studies between DNS and potential 
competitors, both for alternate implementations of the conventional DNS system as well as new technologies. 
On an international level, the influence of the United States on the Internet, while still strong, is far from a given or 
constant. Studies on the effects of these changes, at least when examining the Internet infrastructure as a whole, 
would likely include DNS, due to its vital enabling role. Impacts in the political science realm may be felt as this 
changing balance manifests in diplomatic relations and treaties, resulting in changing international relations, as well 
as changing relations between multi-national organizations. It would behoove researchers studying sociopolitical 
aspects of the Internet and its international impact at large to consider this model and to expand on it, as well as to 
provide context from the culture of the Internet itself and that of countries competing for this influence. 
Societal changes may also impact on DNS. The very organization of DNS involves hierarchies which may very 
subtly have a psychological influence which varies between societies. Changes in the actual names available, with 
the introduction of non-Latin characters, may also allow for a culture to express itself more distinctly—countries and 
cultures that use different character sets for their predominant language may be able to express their identities more 
distinctively by enabling more familiar names, and may convey additional information through them that might not be 
adaptable through a foreign character set. The proposed model allows for a greater perspective of the technological 
part of this dynamic as it changes. 
All of these aspects may ultimately influence the design of DNS itself. A core component of IS scholarship consists 
of explorations of how users interact with technology, and DNS is a major enabling technology. Learning about the 
sociology and psychology surrounding DNS is key to adapting it to changing needs, which is vital as technology and 
society changes. Understanding what has worked in the past, what has not worked, and how it has interacted with 
the Internet ecology around it is fundamental to keeping it sufficiently well-adapted to rapidly changing technological 
capabilities and standards, and assisting efforts to design technical solutions in the future. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
For the DNS to continue to provide its vital services to future Internet users, these challenges must be effectively 
addressed by the international community of users. The perspective of each stakeholder group—users, domain 
owners, webmasters, governments, and others—must be considered in the decisions about the design and 
administration of the DNS. Ongoing security challenges must also be faced, and creative solutions to new security 
threats must be established for the continued benefit of all Internet users. Legislative action on the part of several 
governments have also created challenges for the continued relevance of DNS. The dynamic nature of the Internet 
ecology, technology, culture, and law warrant the continued study of DNS history in order to determine its future and 
the future of potential successors. We hope to have provided some insight as to the status of the DNS, how it came 
to be, and some thoughts on how it may change in the future; we hope we have provided a starting point for future 
research. Ultimately, these important decisions will require compromises and sacrifices so that we can all benefit 
from continued expansion of the Internet and its functionality. 
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